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Reitman Security Search is a leader in executive recruitment and consulting, supporting the
electronic security/critical building systems space globally. Our clients include the industry's
most sought-after employers; public and private electronic security technology manufacturers,
systems integrators, specifiers/consultants and distributors. Here are some examples of our
practice.

See Current Engagements and Placements below!
Be sure to follow our Linkedin company page for up-to-the-minute
updates on our latest searches, announcements and trends impacting
our industry

Best practices...
Boomerang Employees: Rehiring Previous Employees
Is No Longer Taboo
Recently, this article caught my attention...not just because of our recent success at
Reitman Security Search in attracting candidates to leave their current employer and return
to their previous company, but also in how we're using this information in collaboration
with our clients to highlight why their employment brand is the most attractive among their
competitors. In addition, we find that our most savvy clients are leveraging this info as a
valuable RETENTION TOOL with their current employees, as well.
What is a boomerang employee? These are employees that leave an organization
and then return some time later to a similar, different, or even more senior role. And while
this was once considered a taboo hiring practice, an increasing number of organizations

are opening their minds, and their arms, to returning former employees.
A landmark 2015 study on the boomerang phenomenon, produced by workforce
management software company Kronos and WorkplaceTrends.com, identified a changing
mindset about rehiring boomerang employees. A survey of 1,800 human resource
professionals found that despite having past policies expressly forbidding the hiring of
former employees, three quarters of respondents said they would consider hiring back a
former colleague.
The survey also identified a growing appetite among job seekers to return to former
employers. Nearly 40 percent of respondents said they would boomerang back to a
previous employer under the right circumstances.
The inherent benefits of hiring a boomerang candidate are numerous. These are
people with a deep institutional and cultural knowledge of their former employers.
They are known quantities, which removes much of the anxiety that employers
experience about whether new hires will be a good "fit." That means quicker,
more cost-effective onboarding and less disruption to existing staff.
For the individual, taking the path back to a former employer can be a huge advantage
in career development. Having left one organization and gained more or broader
experience, a boomerang employee can return to a more senior role with a former
employer. It is definitely proving to be a path for upward mobility.
It is also important to note that in today's talent marketplace, workers not only expect
to move around from job to job more than ever before, they will make their decisions
about where to go next based on a new and evolving set of priorities.
Recent studies show that employees put more of an emphasis on the quality of their
job experience, not just the size of their paychecks. They want constant, constructive
feedback and an opportunity to learn and experience a broader array of work
challenges. Today's talent also value ethics, trust, and transparency more than ever before.
With all these issues in play, how can an organization position itself as a destination
of choice for boomerang employees? As the trend towards rehiring former employees
becomes stronger, so too do the best practices for ensuring an organization gets its
most talented former employees to return to the fold. To achieve this goal,
organizations need to do the following:
* Support employees' career development. One of the best ways to build and sustain
a positive relationship with current and former employees is to make career
development and growth opportunities available. Companies that support and
enable their employees' career ambitions are more likely to both keep and attract
back great talent. And it doesn't take much investment or effort to provide this support.
There are a variety of self-serve career development and pathing solutions that help
employees and their managers define, develop, and enable employee career plans.
* Treat employees well on the way out. Whether employees leave on their own or they
were caught up in a restructuring or downsizing, how they are treated on the way out will
determine whether or not they will return. All too often, employees that leave to pursue new
opportunities are ignored, shunned, or made to feel guilty and disloyal. While it's okay to
express regret when an employee resigns, managers should also congratulate them and
acknowledge the employee's new career opportunity. And if employees are not leaving of
their own volition, make sure they know why they are being let go and, when possible, try

to point them in the direction of other
opportunities within the same organization. If this is not an option, provide career transition
services well before their last day to give them the best chance of a landing new job as
soon as possible. If departing employees feel supported by their former employer and get
a new role quickly, they are less resentful and more likely to
come back when needed.
* Build and nurture an alumni network. It is much more difficult for an organization to
attract and hire back former employees if there is no formal alumni network in place.
Newsletters, networking events, and social media channels are very effective in
allowing current and former employees to maintain contact with each other. Alumni
networks also encourage former employees, even if they are not on the rebound, to
recommend their former employers to potential new recruits. Participation in an
alumni network is a clear sign of loyalty.
* See alumni as a source of valuable ongoing feedback. Alumni can also be an
important source of information and insight into the current state of a company's
culture. Alumni surveys can provide very meaningful insights from former
employees on issues like organizational culture and values, work-life balance, the quality
of senior management, compensation and benefits, and whether or not adequate career
development was available. If alumni have regrets about certain aspects of organizational
culture and conditions, it could help identify gaps in current engagement strategies.
The stigma around rehiring former employees is dissipating. More employers
are realizing that rehiring a talented former employee can be a valuable and cost-effective
recruitment strategy.
To become a destination of choice for boomerang employees, however,
organizations must take the time to build the proper foundation of trust and
loyalty with current and former employees.
*Source: Helene Cavalli, LHH.com
Recent Placements and Current Engagements
Global Strategic Account Manager- Enterprise Solutions
Connected Building/IoT Software Business Consultant- Chicago
Field Sales Manager- Critical Building Systems/Enterprise Solutions- Ontario,CAN
A&E/Consultant Business Development- Southwest/SoCal Region
Connected Building/IoT Software Business Consultants- LA, Toronto, Atlanta, DC- COMPLETED
Field Applications Engineer- Network Video- NYC Territory
District Sales Leader- Integrated Security & Building Solutions- Pacific Northwest
Regional Sales Director- Texas/South Central US
Senior Project Management Leader- Eastern US- Integrated Solutions- Eastern US- COMPLETED
Regional Sales Manager- Locking/Access Control Technologies- Northeast and Western US
Regions
Regional Sales Manager- Intrusion Technology- Midwest/Chicago

VP Marketing- $1B+ Global Security Products
Regional Sales Manager- Network Video- Manhattan Region
Project Manager- Enterprise Systems- Phoenix, AZ
Major Projects Account Executive- San Antonio/Austin, TX
Enterprise Business Development- Strategic Capture +$1M Integrated Solutions- NYC Region,
Texas Region, Chicago Region
Regional Account Manager- Network Video- Pacific Northwest
Regional Sales Manager- Network Video Solutions- Texas Region
Regional Sales Manager- Access Control- Integrator/VAR Channel- Metro NYC
Enterprise Business Development- Strategic Capture +$1M Integrated Solutions-ChicagoCOMPLETED
Vertical Market Sales Manager- Gaming- Network Video
Regional Sales Manager- New England- Access Control
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